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Full- f gyrokinetic simulations compute both turbulent transport and profile formations under fixed power,
momentum, and particle input as in experiments. This approach has the capability of dictating plasma profiles,
provided that time scale of the simulation is long enough to establish power, momentum, and particle balance
conditions. Recent Peta-scale supercomputers made such long time scale simulations feasible, and full- f gyroki-
netic simulations are applied to reactor relevant numerical experiments. In this paper, physical models, numerical
approaches, and accuracy issues of the gyrokinetic full- f Eulerian code GT5D are summarized, and then, its
recent applications to the scaling studies of turbulent transport with respect to plasma size and heating power are
reviewed.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, new generation of gyrokinetic simula-

tions based on the so-called full- f approaches are emerg-
ing [1]. In full- f gyrokinetic simulations, both turbulent
transport and profile formations are computed under fixed
power, momentum, and particle inputs as in experiments.
This approach, in principle, has the capability of dictat-
ing plasma profiles, provided that the simulation is per-
formed over a confinement time, which is extremely longer
than turbulent time scales, and that both the macroscopic
plasma distribution f0 and the microscopic turbulent fluc-
tuation δ f � f0 are accurately computed by taking ac-
count of fast turbulent dynamics and slow collisional pro-
cesses. However, such a multi-scale simulation requires
wide ranging efforts from the development of numerical
schemes and supercomputing techniques to various levels
of verification studies on physical and numerical models.
In this review, we summarize such efforts in the develop-
ment of the gyrokinetic full- f Eulerian code GT5D [2].

In Ref. [3], GT5D was first applied to fixed flux ion
temperature gradient driven (ITG) turbulence simulations,
and various new phenomena such as self-organized criti-
cal phenomena in the ITG turbulence, avalanche like heat
fluxes regulated by mean radial electric fields Er, and the
formation of intrinsic rotation were first disclosed based on
first principles calculations. However, because of its large
computational cost, the application of GT5D has been
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mostly limited to small devices and/or short time scales,
and the advantages of full- f approaches have not been fully
utilized. In order to overcome this limitation, we have pro-
moted the development of GT5D in two directions. One
is to develop novel supercomputing techniques, which en-
ables Peta-scale full- f gyrokinetic simulations. The other
is to verify (and improve) physical models so that they have
enough accuracy in confinement time scale numerical ex-
periments. Through these efforts, the capability of GT5D
has been significantly expanded with respect to problem
sizes and time scales. In fact, recent Peta-scale supercom-
puters enable extreme scale full- f gyrokinetic simulations.

Compared with fixed gradient δ f gyrokinetic simula-
tions, fixed flux full- f gyrokinetic simulations have new
physical effects such as turbulence suppression by mean
Er, neoclassical transport phenomena, interaction between
turbulence and fluctuating temperature leading to self-
organized critical phenomena, and so on. Among vari-
ous physical effects, the most important difference may
be a power balance condition [4]. In fixed gradient δ f
models, adaptive heat sources (and sinks) are imposed ev-
erywhere to fix temperature profiles on average, and the
power balance is significantly affected by dynamic depo-
sition profiles of adaptive sources. On the other hand, in
fixed flux full- f models, the power balance is automati-
cally established in source free regions, and turbulent heat
transport and temperature profiles are evolved in a self-
consistent manner. This feature is essential for computing
stiff temperature profiles leading to the power degradation
of confinement. By taking this advantage, we have stud-
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ied transport scalings with respect to plasma size and heat-
ing power, which are the most fundamental confinement
scalings in the experiment [5], and critical for the ITER
and future DEMO reactors, which are several times larger
than the existing devices and have significantly larger self-
heating than the present auxiliary heating.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. 2, calculation models and computational methods of
GT5D are presented. In Sec.3, verification studies con-
cerning to the accuracy of gyrokinetic models and the con-
vergence of quasi-steady plasma profiles are explained. In
Sec.4, recent works on the plasma size and power scal-
ing of ITG turbulence are reviewed. Finally, a summary is
given in Sec.5.

2. Calculation Model
We consider the electrostatic ITG turbulence de-

scribed by gyrokinetic ions and adiabatic electrons in an
axisymmetric toroidal configuration. GT5D is based on
the modern gyrokinetic theory [6], in which the gyroki-
netic equation is simply given as the Liouville equation,
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in the gyro-centre coordinates Z = (t; R, v‖, μ, α). Here, R
is a position of the guiding centre, v‖ is the parallel veloc-
ity, μ is the magnetic moment, α is the gyro-phase angle,
B = Bb is the magnetic field, b is the unit vector in the par-
allel direction, mi and e are the mass and charge of ions, re-
spectively, c is the velocity of light, Ωi = (eB)/(mic) is the
cyclotron frequency, B∗‖ = b ·B∗ is a parallel component of
B∗ = B+(Bv‖/Ωi)∇×b, φ is the electrostatic potential, and
the gyro-averaging operator is defined as 〈·〉α ≡

∮ ·dα/2π.
The nonlinear characteristics Ż = {Z,H} are given as
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+
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, (4)

v̇‖ = − B∗

miB∗‖
· (e∇〈φ〉α + μ∇B) . (5)

By using the phase space volume conservation ∇ · (J Ṙ) +
∂v‖ (J v̇‖) = 0, the gyrokinetic equation (1) yields its con-

servative form,

∂J f
∂t
+ ∇ · (J Ṙ f ) +

∂

∂v‖
(J v̇‖ f ) = 0, (6)

whereJ = m2
i B∗‖ is the Jacobian of the gyro-centre coordi-

nates. By adding a collision term C( f ), a source term Ssrc,
and a sink term Ssnk, a conservative gyrokinetic equation
used in GT5D is written as,

∂J f
∂t
+ ∇ · (J Ṙ f ) +

∂

∂v‖
(J v̇‖ f )

= JC( f ) +JSsrc +JSsnk. (7)

Ion-ion collisions are computed using a linear Fokker-
Planck collision operator [7]. The source term can be flex-
ibly changed from a δ f like fixed gradient model to a full-
f fixed flux model, where heat and momentum sources
are independently controlled [4, 8]. In a standard on-axis
heating condition, auxiliary heating is given by Ssrc =

νhAsrc(r)( fM1 − fM2), where a deposition profile Asrc(r) is
distributed in the plasma core. Here, r is the radial co-
ordinate. The heating rate νh and two Maxwellian distri-
bution functions with different temperatures, fM1, fM2, are
chosen to impose fixed power input Pin with no particle
and momentum input. On the other hand, an L-mode like
boundary condition with a fixed edge temperature and no
slip boundary is imposed by a Krook type sink operator
Ssnk = νsAsnk(r)( f − f0), where f0 is the initial distribution
function, Asnk(r) is localized near the plasma surface, and
a typical sink parameter νs ∼ 0.1vti/a is chosen to fix the
edge temperature and rotation.

The self-consistency is imposed by the gyrokinetic
Poisson equation,

−∇⊥ ·
ρ2

ti

λ2
Di

∇⊥φ + 1

λ2
De

(φ − 〈φ〉f )

= 4πe

[∫
f δ([R + ρ] − x)d6Z − n0e

]
, (8)

where R + ρ is a particle position, d6Z = m2
i B∗‖dRdv‖dμdα

is the phase space volume of the gyro-centre coordinates,
ρti is the Larmor radius evaluated with the thermal velocity
vti, λDi and λDe are the ion and electron Debye lengths, and
〈·〉f is a flux surface average operator. In Eq. (8), we use
a linearised ion polarisation term with a long wavelength
approximation, which is valid for the core ITG turbulence
characterised by k2⊥ρ2

ti � 1 and δn/n0 � 1. The gyrokinetic
equations (2) and (8) are derived from the standard first
order gyrokinetics, and keep the so-called energetic con-
sistency, which guarantees the energy and toroidal angular
momentum conservation laws [9].

In GT5D, the gyrokinetic Poisson bracket operator in
Eq. (1) is discretized using a fourth order non-dissipative
conservative finite difference scheme [2,10], which enables
robust and accurate computation of nonlinear turbulent dy-
namics based on a full- f approach. The gyrokinetic Pois-
son equation (8) is computed using toroidal mode expan-
sion and a 2D finite element approximation on the poloidal
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plane. The resulting finite element equation is treated by
a field-aligned gyrokinetic Poisson solver, which dramati-
cally reduces scaling of the memory usage from ∼ ρ∗−3 to
∼ ρ∗−1 [11], where ρ∗ = ρti/a and a is the minor radius.
The linear Fokker-Planck collision operator is discretized
using a sixth order centred finite difference scheme, and
a conservative field particle operator [12] is implemented
to keep an exact conservation of the particle, momentum,
and energy moments. The time integration is performed
using the second order additive semi-implicit Runge-Kutta
method [13] and a stiff linear term involving the parallel
streaming is treated implicitly using a generalized conju-
gate residual method [14].

The accuracy of collisionless turbulent dynamics of
GT5D was verified through linear and nonlinear ITG
benchmark tests against a gyrokinetic δ f particle code
GT3D [2]. While the latter benchmark was comparisons
of decaying ITG turbulence simulations, in Ref. [4], it
was confirmed that in a local limit regime (ρ∗−1 = 450),
GT5D with the δ f like fixed gradient model recovers trans-
port levels of local flux-tube gyrokinetic simulations with
a gyrokinetic flux-tube Eulerian code GKV [15]. On the
other hand, the neoclassical physics was tested in bench-
mark calculations against a neoclassical δ f particle code
FORTEC-3D [12]. Recently, a hybrid kinetic electron
model [16] was added to GT5D and linear ITG and trapped
electron mode (TEM) calculations were compared against
a gyrokinetic flux-tube Eulerian code GKW [17]. This
comparison clarified the so-called profile shear residual
stress and its transition between ITG and TEM turbu-
lence [18].

The code is highly parallelized using a multi-

Fig. 1 Strong scaling of GT5D on the BX900 at the JAEA
(Nehalem-EP and InfinibandQDR), the Helios at the
IFERC (SandyBridge-EP and InfinibandQDR), and the
K-computer at the Riken (Sparc64VIIIfx and Tofu inter-
connect). Problem sizes for JT-60U(NR ×Nζ ×NZ ×Nv‖ ×
Nv⊥ = 240× 64× 240× 128× 32 ∼ 1.5× 1010) and ITER
(768× 64× 768× 128× 32 ∼ 1.5× 1011) are used. Com-
pared with the maximumun performance of the BX900
with 16, 384 cores, ×35 (×5.8) speed up is achieved using
589, 824 cores on the K-computer (65,536 cores on the
Helios). Parallel efficiency of ∼ 99.99989% is achieved
on the K-computer.

dimensional domain decomposition, which is designed
based on physical symmetry properties of the gyrokinetic
operator (μ symmetry), the collision operator (R symme-
try), and the Poisson operator (toroidal symmetry) [19].
The domain decomposition model is implemented using a
hybrid parallelization model consisting of multi-layer MPI
communicators and multi-core OpenMP parallelization. In
addition, a novel computation and communication overlap
technique [20] is developed using communication threads,
which are implemented with a heterogeneous OpenMP
programing model. The strong scaling of GT5D is dramat-
ically improved by this latency hiding technique, and on
the K-computer, an excellent strong scaling is achieved up
to ∼ 0.6 million cores (see Fig. 1). Thanks to the Peta-scale
computing capability, space and time scales accessible via
GT5D are significantly expanded, and extreme scale sim-
ulations such as ITER size simulations and confinement
time scale simulations are enabled.

3. Verification of GT5D
In this section, we review recent verification studies

with respect to the accuracy of gyrokinetic models, and the
convergence of steady state profiles. In Ref. [21], a se-
rious concern was raised concerning the accuracy of mo-
mentum transport calculations using the first order gyroki-
netics, in particular, with full- f approaches. This argument
was based on the so-called recursive approach [22], and by
assuming gyro-Bohm diffusion for small toroidal rotation
following a low flow ordering Uϕ/vti ∼ ρ∗, it was shown
that in order to satisfy the toroidal angular momentum con-
servation, one needs to determine the quasi-neutrality con-
dition up to third-order accuracy with respect to ρ∗. Here,
Uϕ is the toroidal rotation velocity. However, most of the
existing gyrokinetic simulations are based on the first order
gyrokinetics, and the above requirement is not satisfied.

On the other hand, apart from the above classical or-
dering arguments, Ref. [9] clearly demonstrated that the
toroidal angular momentum conservation is guaranteed at
any order, provided that the equation system is derived
based on modern gyrokinetic theory [6] with an energetic
consistency. In contrast to the recursive approach, in which
f is expanded using the gyrokinetic ordering, in modern
gyrokinetic theory, a perturbation theory is applied to the
Hamiltonian or the field Lagrangian, and after truncating
it, the equation system is derived while keeping relevant
symmetry and conservation properties. Therefore, gyroki-
netic simulations based on modern gyrokinetic theory may
not be subject to the above critique. However, the remain-
ing concern was whether there exits erroneous momentum
transport satisfying the toroidal angular momentum con-
servation. In order to resolve this critical issue, third or-
der gyrokinetics [23] was implemented on GT5D, and the
quantitative convergence of turbulent momentum transport
with respect to the gyrokinetic ordering is examined in the
ITG turbulence [24]. Here, the third order gyrokinetics is
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Fig. 2 Comparisons of (a) the parallel momentum flux Π‖ and
(b) the heat flux q computed using first and third order
gyrokinetic models [24]. The data is observed in ITG
turbulence simulations (Cyclone parameter, Pin = 2 MW,
ρ∗−1 = 150).

derived using a long wavelength approximation, and the
gyro-center Hamiltonian is given as

H =
1
2

miv
2
‖ + μB + e〈φ〉α
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where PE = −mic2/eB2∇⊥φ is the polarization vector.
Figure 2 shows comparisons of turbulent transport in

the ITG turbulence simulations (Cyclone parameter [25],
Pin = 2 MW, ρ∗−1 = 150) computed using first and third
order gyrokinetic models. Here, the third order fluxes are
computed as test particle transport. The results show neg-
ligible differences both for turbulent heat and momentum
fluxes (relative errors of ∼ 0.2% and ∼ 4%, respectively).
This is explained by the following ordering argument. In
the ITG turbulence, where long wavelength spectra with
k2⊥ρ2

ti � 1 are dominant, the second and third order correc-
tion terms (the fourth and fifth terms in Eq. (9)) become
two and four orders of magnitudes smaller than those for
arbitrary wavelength perturbations. In addition, in a global
gyrokinetic model, profile shearing due to density and tem-
perature profiles induces the profile shear residual stress,
which scales as ∝ ρ∗1/3 [18]. Because of such symmetry
breaking effects, non-diffusive momentum transport and
the resulting intrinsic rotation velocity often greatly ex-
ceeds the low flow ordering. These corrections lead to
converged momentum transport calculations even with the
standard first order gyrokinetics.

Another important concern is the convergence of full-
f gyrokinetic simulations with respect to time. Although
confinement time scale simulations can determine steady
plasma profiles based on first principles, such long time
simulations are extremely costly for experimentally rele-
vant machine sizes, and most of full- f gyrokinetic simula-
tions were operated for a few collision times. One may
observe quasi-steady turbulent fluctuations even in such
short time simulations. However, plasma profiles, which
drive and suppress turbulence, may not be in steady states,
and transport levels may not be converged yet. To answer
this question, confinement time scale full- f simulations
are performed using GT5D, and the convergence of steady

Fig. 3 Time evolutions of (a) the normalized ion temperature
Ti/〈Ti〉 (〈Ti〉 is a volume averaged temperature at t = 0)
and (b) the total (neoclassical and turbulent) heat flux in-
tegrated over the magnetic surface Q in a long time ITG
turbulence simulation (Cyclone parameter, Pin = 2 MW,
ρ∗−1 = 100) [26]. In (b), the neoclassical (NC) fraction of
Q in the steady state is also plotted.

state plasma profiles is examined [26].
Figure 3 shows the time evolutions of the ion temper-

ature and the total (neoclassical and turbulent) heat flux in-
tegrated over the magnetic surface Q in the long time ITG
turbulence simulation (Cyclone parameter, Pin = 2 MW,
ρ∗−1 = 100. In the simulation, the ion-ion collision time
is τii ∼ 3 ms and the core energy confinement time τE =

Wcore/Pin is estimated as τE ∼ 12 ms. In computing the
core ion stored energy Wcore, a part of the ion stored en-
ergy sustained by the boundary temperature is subtracted
from the total stored energy. The initial temperature pro-
file is set as R/Lti = 10, which is far above linear and non-
linear thresholds at R/Lti ∼ 4.5 and at R/Lti ∼ 6, respec-
tively [2]. Here, R is the major radius and Lti is the ion
temperature gradient scale length. Such a linearly unsta-
ble initial condition leads to strong excitation of liner ITG
modes followed by initial transient bursts, which acceler-
ate temperature relaxation processes towards steady states.
As a result, the power balance condition is established in
much shorter time scale than τE, and the total heat flux
quantitatively matches the input power (Q ∼ Pin) in the
source free region. In Fig. 3 (b), the increase and decrease
of Q for r/a < 0.5 and r/a > 0.9 correspond to the deposi-
tion profiles of the on-axis heating and the sink term in the
edge. The neoclassical fraction of Q is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the turbulent fraction, while it increases
in the edge, where collisional effects due to the Krook
type sink operator enhances the neoclassical transport. The
core stored energy is saturated after t ∼ τE ∼ 10 ms, and
the quantitative convergence of temperature profiles is ob-
served in the steady state. However, even after τii, the tem-
perature profile is qualitatively similar to converged one,
and the power balance is approximately satisfied within
10 ∼ 20% differences from Pin (see Fig. 3 (b)). It was also
confirmed that after a few collision times, the variance of
transport levels and temperature gradients drops to a few
per cent [8]. These observations support the relevance of
earlier shorter time scale simulations.
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4. Plasma Size and Power Scaling
The plasma size scaling of turbulent heat transport is

of critical importance in predicting performances of future
fusion devices. Although this issue was addressed experi-
mentally [27], plasma size parameters of existing devices
are far below reactor relevant regimes, and extrapolations
of transport properties play critical roles in the reactor de-
sign studies [5]. On the other hand, with rapidly increas-
ing computing power, the credibility of gyrokinetic sim-
ulations has dramatically improved, and the plasma size
scaling of turbulent transport has also been theoretically
investigated based on numerical experiments with global
gyrokinetic simulations.

In Ref. [28], the plasma size scaling of the ion temper-
ature gradient driven (ITG) turbulence was first addressed
using a δ f gyrokinetic particle code, and the transition of
transport scaling from a Bohm like scaling to a gyro-Bohm
like scaling was found for large devices. In Ref. [29], a key
mechanism was proposed as spreading of turbulent fluc-
tuations into linearly stable core and edge regions, which
were prescribed in the simulation. In Ref. [30], the tran-
sition feature and saturation levels of the above transport
scaling were quantitatively verified from comparisons of
δ f gyrokinetic particle and Eulerian codes and of different
MHD equilibrium models, and the transport scaling was
explained by profile shearing, which is characterized by
the effective plasma size or the size of high temperature
gradient region.

Although several δ f gyrokinetic simulations give the
converged transport scaling, it may not be experimentally
relevant from the viewpoint of heating power. In plasma
size scans with fixed gradient δ f gyrokinetic simulations,
the plasma size ρ∗−1 is varied with the fixed normalized
temperature gradient R/Lti. If one computes heat sources
based on a power balance in such a situation, a Bohm like
scaling means increasing power input with the plasma size,
while a gyro-Bohm like scaling corresponds to constant
power input regardless of the plasma size. Therefore, the
size scaling studies based on δ f gyrokinetic simulations
implicitly involve influences of heating power on turbulent
transport or the power scaling, which significantly affects
global confinement scalings [5]. In addition, the gyro-
Bohm like scaling may not be relevant for future large de-
vices, in which total heating power including self-heating
by the fusion-generated alpha particles will be significantly
larger than auxiliary heating in the present experiments.

To address the above fundamental question, we have
revisited the plasma size scaling of ITG turbulence us-
ing fixed-flux full- f gyrokinetic simulations, where both
plasma size and heating power are scaled. In Ref. [8], the
plasma size and power scaling of ITG turbulence was first
investigated for small devices, where the heating power
was chosen to be proportional to ρ∗−1 based on the for-
mer size scaling experiments [27]. The plasma size scan
is performed for Cyclone parameters with (ρ∗−1, Pin) =
(100,1.33 MW), (150,2 MW), and (225,3 MW). The initial

Fig. 4 Radial profiles of the normalized ion heat diffusivity
χi/χGB (χGB = ρ

2
tivti/Ln is defined by 〈Ti〉(t = 0)) ob-

served in the plasma size scaling numerical experi-
ments with (ρ∗−1, Pin) = (100,1.33 MW), (150,2 MW),
and (225,3 MW) (Cyclone parameter) [8]. Green and
red dashed curves show Bohm like extrapolations (pro-
portional to 1/ρ∗) from 1/ρ∗ = 100 to 1/ρ∗ = 150 and
1/ρ∗ = 225, respectively. A green dotted curve is a
Bohm like extrapolation from 1/ρ∗ = 150 to 1/ρ∗ = 225.
The ion heat diffusivity observed in the numerical exper-
iment (solid curves) exceeds these estimations, and the
so-called worse-than-Bohm scaling is observed.

condition is given by the aforementioned linearly unstable
condition, and a typical simulation period is ∼ 2000R/vti

(∼ 4τii). Figure 4 shows the normalized ion heat diffusiv-
ity χi/χGB observed in the quasi-steady states. It is noted
that in Ref. [31], the so-called short fall problem was re-
ported, and in the outer region of L-mode plasma, heat
fluxes predicted from δ f flux-tube gyrokinetic simulations
were significantly lower than the experiment. However, in
the present full- f simulation, the power balance condition
is automatically satisfied as shown in Fig. 3 (b), and the ion
heat diffusivity tends to increase toward the edge as in the
experiment. Therefore, such a short fall problem is not
likely to occur, provided that the deposition profile of heat
source is chosen based on the experiment.

The numerical experiments indicate the so-called
worse-then-Bohm scaling with χi/χGB ∝ ρ∗−1.66, which
is rather close to the observation in the size scaling L-
mode experiments on DIII-D, χi/χGB ∝ ρ∗−1.5±0.3 [27].
In the numerical experiments, a gyro-Bohm like scaling
of turbulent fluctuations is simultaneously recovered with
the correlation length of Δr∼ 5ρti and the correlation time
of Δt∼ 2a/cs, which also agree with the size scaling ex-
periments [32]. Here, cs is the ion sound velocity. To
understand transport mechanisms leading to the worse-
than-Bohm scaling, the numerical experiments are ana-
lyzed from the various viewpoints such as characteristics
of avalanche like non-local transport and turbulence sup-
pression due to mean Er shear, which is determined by a
radial force balance. Although these transport mechanisms
vary depending on ρ∗, their scalings are not enough for ex-
plaining the worse-than-Bohm scaling of turbulent trans-
port.
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Fig. 5 Radial profiles of (a) R/Lti and (b) the normalized ion
heat diffusivity χi/χGB (χGB = ρ

2
tivti/Ln is defined by

Ti(t) ∼ 1.34〈Ti〉(t = 0)) observed in the extended plasma
size scan with (ρ∗−1, Pin) = (150,4 MW), (300,8 MW),
and (450,12 MW) (Cyclone parameter) [4]. In (a), the
initial temperature gradient with R/Lti = 10 at midradius
is plotted with dashed lines. In (b), red and green dashed
curves show Bohm like extrapolations (proportional to
1/ρ∗) from 1/ρ∗ = 150 to 1/ρ∗ = 300 and from 1/ρ∗ =
300 to 1/ρ∗ = 450, respectively.

In order to understand this open question, in Refs. [4],
we have extended the plasma size up to the local limit
regime or ρ∗−1 > 300, where δ f gyrokinetic simulations
predict a gyro-Bohm like scaling and finite ρ∗ effects such
as profile shearing are expected to be small enough. In the
extended plasma size scan, plasma size and heating power
are chosen as (ρ∗−1, Pin) = (150, 4 MW), (300, 8 MW), and
(450, 12 MW). These parameters give a Bohm like scaling
or χi/χGB proportional to the plasma size, provided that
R/Lti is unchanged. By using the above parameters, one
can clearly test two extreme situations, increasing (Bohm
like) χi/χGB with constant R/Lti and constant (gyro-Bohm
like) χi/χGB with increasing R/Lti, which are different
from the situation of δ f simulations: constant χi/χGB with
constant R/Lti for ρ∗−1 > 300.

Figure 5 shows χi/χGB and R/Lti observed in a se-
ries of numerical experiments. The ion temperature gra-
dient falls down from the initial condition R/Lti = 10 to
the quasi-steady state R/Lti ∼ 6, which is limited by the
nonlinear critical gradient. Because of the stiff ion tem-
perature profiles, χi/χGB increases with the plasma size
following the power balance. Unlike former δ f simu-
lations, the present numerical experiments show increas-
ing χi/χGB with the similar R/Lti even in the local limit
regime. It is noted that the local flux-tube gyrokinetic
Eulerian code GKV [15] gives χi/χGB ∼ 2.5 at R/Lti = 6.
Compared with this local limit value, present full- f sim-
ulations tend to give lower transport levels in the local
limit regime. This tendency was found also in the former
benchmark study [33], where full- f simulations used sig-
nificantly higher temperature gradients R/Lti ∼ 10 to reach
at transport levels of δ f simulations with R/Lti ∼ 7.

For large devices with ρ∗−1 > 300, profile shearing
due to density, temperature, and mean Er decreases with
the plasma size, and a dominant shearing effect comes
from turbulence driven zonal flows EZF, which has meso-
scale structures with similar scale lengths ∼ 20ρti regard-
less of the plasma size. Heat fluxes show non-local trans-

Fig. 6 (a) power scaling of the core energy confinement time τE

and (b) R/Lti dependence of the heat flux q (r/a = 0.5)
observed in the power scan with Pin = 2∼ 8 MW (Cy-
clone parameter, ρ∗−1 = 150) [34]. In (a), the power scal-
ing of L-mode experiments, τE ∝ P−0.73

in [5], is plotted
with a dashed line.

port due to radial propagation of avalanches, and indi-
cate self-organized critical phenomena such as 1/ω fre-
quency spectra. Low amplitude avalanches below the time-
averaged transport level are typically trapped by a single
zone of EZF, their propagation directions are determined by
the sign of EZF shear, and the propagation widths show a
gyro-Bohm like dependency. On the other hand, large am-
plitude bursts propagate over significant radii across multi-
ple zones of EZF. Such large scale avalanches carry about
∼ 70% of turbulent heat transport. Large scale avalanches
are followed by quiescent phases, and transient drop and
build-up of the temperature gradient are repeated follow-
ing a local power balance. This process leads to higher
super-critical states and larger amplitude bursts at smaller
ρ∗ (and higher Pin), and gives different transport levels
with the similar time-averaged temperature gradients. This
transport property in the local limit regime can not be ex-
plained by the conventional plasma size effects such as pro-
file shearing and turbulence spreading.

To understand the transport property, which produces
stiff temperature profiles and the Bohm like scaling of
turbulent transport, in Ref [34], we have addressed in-
fluences of heating power on the transport scaling or the
power degradation of confinement, and the relation be-
tween the above transport scaling and the power scaling is
investigated through systematic power scans with fixed ρ∗.
Figure 6 shows the power scaling of τE and the stiffness of
ion temperature profiles observed in the power scan with
ρ∗−1 = 150. The degradation of confinement is observed
with increasing heating power, and the power scaling with
τE ∝ P−0.55

in , which shows the similar tendency as the power
scaling of L-mode experiments, τE ∝ P−0.73

in [5], is success-
fully recovered.

In the power scan, it is clearly seen that a nonlinear
critical gradient exists at R/Lti ∼ 6 [2, 25], and the heat
flux rapidly increases when the temperature gradient ex-
ceeds the nonlinear critical gradient. This feature provides
stiff ion temperature profiles leading to the power degrada-
tion of confinement. It is noted that in the lowest power
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case, neoclassical and turbulent heat fluxes are compara-
ble, and such criticality does not appear. From detailed
comparisons of the simulation data, it is shown that the ex-
tended plasma size scan and the power scan show the sim-
ilar stiffness of ion temperature profiles or the similar de-
pendency of q on R/Lti. In addition, the probability distri-
bution functions (PDFs) of q also show similar extensions
of non-Gaussian tail components depending on Pin. From
these observations, it is found that when heating power is
scaled with plasma size, the transport scaling for large de-
vices in the local limit regime is dominated by the power
scaling or the power degradation of confinement.

5. Summary
In this review, recent progress of the full- f gyrokinetic

Eulerian code GT5D toward reactor relevant numerical ex-
periments is summarized. By developing novel supercom-
puting techniques, which enable us to fully utilize the lat-
est Peta-scale resources, the capabilities of full- f gyroki-
netic simulations are significantly expanded with respect to
problem sizes and time scales. In addition to the comput-
ing power, careful verification studies support the physical
soundness of such extreme scale numerical experiments.
By taking advantage of fixed flux nature of full- f gyroki-
netic simulations, the power degradation of confinement is
first shown by first principles simulations, and it is clarified
that the stiffness of temperature profiles dictates the power
scaling of turbulent transport. Based on this knowledge, a
puzzling issue on the relation between the plasma size scal-
ing and the power scaling is addressed, and it is found that
the transport scaling of large devices may strongly depend
on heating power. Although former δ f gyrokinetic sim-
ulations reported that the plasma size scaling of turbulent
transport in large devices will be gyro-Bohm like, actual
transport scaling may be significantly different if one takes
account of heating power, which will be significantly larger
in the ITER and DEMO reactors than the present devices.
In the present ρ∗ scan, the transport level is still lower than
the flux-tube limit, but it may be further increased if the
power degradation of global confinement occurs. In future
works, the power scaling in reactor relevant plasma sizes
will be addressed.
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